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1 - reception
2 - restaurant
3 - dinning room
4 - bar + balconi
5 - wind cather - natural ventilation
6 - swimming pool
7 - gym7 - gym
8 - spa 
9 - massage rooms
10 - fountain - natural ventilation
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Masdar City’s Wind Tower

SIREWALL SYSTEM
Availible from: http://sirewall.com/sirewall-system/

Alvaro Siza, Casa do Pego, Portugal - Sintra, 2008
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CaVa - 1252Canyon View Accommodation (CaVA) Arizona

Shadow plan

Wind diagram

Wind direction 
SSE (south-south-east)

Best view

Luxury units with private swimming pools

Simple units

View point inside the building - Concept

The building is an abstract shape, which resembles the moment of creation. We have designed a longitudinal water duct along the building; the “line of erosion” is flowing from a fountain facing the 
entrance hall, leading to an ambiguous space which opens towards amazing panorama  of the Grand Canyon horizon.  On the top of that main space a ‘wind catcher’ is inserted to provide the building 
with natural ventilation by the winds of the south. The balcony and the main bar are aligned with the  North-West direction of the Grand Canyon gaining the line of the Canyon vanishing in the horizon. 
The complex is located on ‘Yaki point’ in the South Rim and well connected to public trans portation to  ‘Grand Canyon village’. The whole complex consist of luxury facilities such as swimming pool, gym The complex is located on ‘Yaki point’ in the South Rim and well connected to public trans portation to  ‘Grand Canyon village’. The whole complex consist of luxury facilities such as swimming pool, gym 
and spa centre etc.

Location - Directions

We were inspired by the  creation of the Grand Canyon, the Colorado river has  been revealed by line of erosion the 
magnificent diversity which had been hidden in the Grand Canyon.

Perspective view of the project


